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“

Stepping out onto that
big stage was scary, but
when I heard the audience
I thought ‘game on’.
Tyler, 13, All Saints’ Academy,
Cheltenham

”
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“

Introduction

I used to have everything pushed
down in this little bottle and
now I can just take the lid off
it and speak out.
Lucie, 12, All Saints Catholic High School, Knowsley

”

Lucie’s words summarise why Coram Shakespeare Schools Foundation’s
work is so important.
In 2019, she, and 16,795 other children from every nation and region of
the UK had the chance to grow in confidence, resilience and teamwork,
do better in class and make new friends. Through Shakespeare, they have
found their voices and are better prepared for whatever stage in life awaits
them.
There are great stories and stats throughout this report which I so hope
you’ll enjoy. In particular, do take a look at Lauren’s story on page 18, and
see how the Festival can give new hope and direction to those excluded
from mainstream education and read our report on our award winning
Shakespeare for All project, which is transforming academic attainment in
an area of high deprivation (page 14).
Lucie couldn’t have found her confidence without the generous help of
hundreds of individuals and organisations. We’re deeply grateful to every
supporter, trust, school, theatre and business (page 31) whose generosity
has enabled children to “take the lid off and speak out” – we hope you’ll
help us to reach many more young people, for many years to come.
To build the next twenty years, we’re thrilled to announce that SSF has
joined the Coram group of charities. Coram is the oldest UK children’s
charity and their arts heritage and SSF’s creative strength
will enable us, together, to increase children’s life chances – giving them
the opportunity to become happier, more successful, more fulfilled citizens
in a better society.
At the time of writing, our 2020 participants are missing
out on vital days in school as we navigate the
COVID-19 lockdown. The Festival will be needed as
never before, as a moment of hope and renewal, as
a time to bring communities back together and as
a chance for our children to gain the vital skills
they’ll need to navigate the future. We do hope
you’ll join us on that journey. Thank you.
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Ruth Brock
Managing Director
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Why Is Our Work Needed?

Who Do We Work With?

High quality arts education experiences are crucial for creating the
empathetic, collaborative citizens our society needs.
Research* demonstrates how taking part in the arts at school improves
children’s life chances.

In 2019, we worked with 16,796 children from 742 schools in every
nation and region of the UK:
Primary schools - 46%

In particular, children from disadvantaged backgrounds who access the
arts are:

Special schools - 11%

3x

more likely to
get a degree

2x

more likely to
volunteer

20%
more likely
to vote

Children with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) are also
much less likely to access these life changing opportunities**
Regardless of future career paths, the arts demonstrably build:
•
•
•
•

confidence and resilience
collaboration and ambition
academic attainment across all subjects
cultural and social capital

Read more
See “Who Do We Work With” on page 7 and “What’s the Result?” on page
16 to see find out Coram Shakespeare Schools Foundation is meeting this
need head on.
*Cultural Learning Alliance ImagineNation study, 2017
**Arts Council – “Every Child; Equality and Diversity in the Arts and Culture, with,
by and for children and young people” 2016
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Secondary schools - 43%

34%

729

of schools we worked with
were located in the top 30%
most deprived areas of the UK

23%

9,774

of students were from a
minority ethnic background

9%

12,666

of students had a statement
of Special Educational Needs
or Education, Health and Care
Plan, The UK average is 3.9%).

42%

52

of audience members said
they hadn’t been to that
theatre before and 96%
would like to return

Diversity and inclusion are at the heart of Coram SSF’s ethos. We want
to raise the percentage of students from BAME backgrounds - currently
only in line with the national average - and reach more EAL children and
children who are eligible for free school meals. Find out how you can help
us do this on page 29.
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Where we work

“Rarely have I seen such noticeable
improvements throughout the curriculum
following an intervention or project.
Working intensively on this Shakespeare
play has sharpened the focus of the
students and awoken a renewed interest
in reading, vocabulary and intention.”

Through our annual Festival we are proud to
work with thousands of children of any ability
and background nationwide - from Aberdeen to
Abertillery, Belfast to Bracknell.

1 primary school
1 secondary schools
1 special school
1 international school

“For children with complex needs at our school,
the Festival is a thrilling sensory experience.
They love the lights, the music, the applause
from the audience. It gives them a way to
connect with the world. They absolutely know
that the applause is for them.”

Wales

Gail Pascoe, Teacher-Director, Knockevin Special
School, County Down
12 theatres
15 performance nights
18 primary schools / ysgol gynradd
24 secondary schools / ysgol uwchradd
5 special schools / ysgol arbennig

8

4 theatres
5 performance nights
8 primary schools
8 secondary schools
1 special school

England

1 theatre
1 performance night

Kim Karam, Teacher-Director,
Castleview Primary School, Edinburgh
Scotland

Northern
Ireland

16,796 young people
742 schools
117 professional theatres

100 theatres
210 performance nights
317 primary schools
291 secondary schools
64 special schools
2 pupil referral units
790 additional teachers trained

“For our children to be speaking
Shakespeare at the age of 10 and 11 is
phenomenal. Many of them would never
have access to that in their lives at home.”
Janet Banzaca, Teacher-Director, Arnhem
Wharf Primary School, the Isle of Dogs
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A unique approach to Shakespeare
Shakespeare is a fundamental part of our cultural heritage. Coram
Shakespeare Schools Foundation’s active, experiential approach to
the Works sets us apart.
By encountering Shakespeare through drama, rather than just
reading the plays, children have the chance to discover his language,
spoken and heard, and to explore how the themes raised by his plays
have relevance to their own lives and the world around them.
We’re the charity for children and teachers who are scared of
Shakespeare – and Shakespeare belongs to everyone! We encourage
our teachers and children to experiment and to be creative – you
can’t break Shakespeare and there’s no one right way to perform the
plays.
Shakespeare himself retold famous stories, recycled plots and
created shows for the actors he had in the room. Through discovering
his works, children are inspired to take their own creative approach,
developing their own ideas and talents and telling the stories that
are relevant to them. By working collaboratively, children have
opportunities to gain important social skills and support and inspire
each other in their learning.

The world’s largest youth drama Festival
Coram Shakespeare Schools Festival is our charity’s flagship
project. From every type of school and every nation and region of
the UK, children take on the challenge of performing an abridged
Shakespeare play in the original language. Weeks of hard work
culminate in an exhilarating performance on a professional theatre
stage in front of an audience of family and friends.
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Here’s how the Festival works...
Jameela doesn’t have much confidence. Some of her
classmates find reading and writing tough. Others think
Shakespeare is boring. Most of them have never been to a
theatre.

Sign Up
Jameela’s teacher, Emma, hears about Shakespeare Schools
Festival. After talking to her headteacher, she signs up to
take part. She’s introduced to her Regional Coordinator at
SSF HQ, who’ll guide her over the weeks and months ahead.

The Festival

How Does It Work?

Resources
Emma looks through Coram SSF’s bank of online
resources and chooses her play. She receives
the script she’ll use and begins to prepare.

Teacher Workshops
Emma takes part in a full day of
training with other teachers. Working
with a Coram SSF trained actor or
director, she learns all the tools and
techniques she needs to stage her
own play.
Emma’s colleague, Sue, works in a
school for students with Special
Educational Needs & Disabilities
(SEND). She takes part in an extra
workshop to help her adapt the
process and play to the needs of her
students.
11

The Festival

How Does It Work?
Rehearsals
Jameela and her class begin rehearsing, guided by Emma. They
spend time playing games and taking part in exercises to work
better as a team, understand Shakespeare’s language and
characters and build the world of the play. Emma decides who 		
is going to play which part. Jameela has the part of 		
Macbeth and begins to learn her lines.

Company Workshops
Jameela and her class spend the day at the
theatre, learning from a theatre practitioner,
trained by SSF, and another school taking part in
the Festival. They learn a range of new skills and
have to work with children they’ve never
met before. They share some of the play
they’ve prepared and learn to give
feedback to the other cast. Emma has
guidance from her coordinator on how to 		
use lighting and sound in her play.
“I was so shy before, but now I love acting
and drama. I want to do more!”
Marayah, Girlington Primary School

Festival students take to the stage at ArtsDepot in London.

Back at School
Rehearsals continue and Jameela starts to discover that she’s
making new friends and is more confident in class. Emma has a
curriculum resource so that she can use the Festival to support
classroom work. She keeps in touch with her Regional Coordinator
with her questions.

The performance day
Emma, Jameela, the class and three other schools go to their theatre.
They have a tech and dress rehearsal, working with professional
theatre practitioners.
In the evening, the theatre is filled with family and friends. Four
schools perform their 30 minute plays. Jameela is thrilled to see her
Mum in the audience. Overcoming her nerves she and her friends
perform a Shakespeare play on a professional stage. When she
hears the applause at the end she is bursting with pride.
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How Does It Work?
Award winning curriculum resources

Written by our Schools Manager, a former teacher, Coram SSF’s
curriculum linked resources support teachers with their workload,
deepen students’ learning and embed the Festival process in and out
of the classroom. Schemes of work range from in-depth explorations
of Shakespeare’s plays to topic-based learning. In 2019, our Big
Question resources inspired children to think deeply
about modern ethical questions, based on the play
they were performing.
We were named Education Resource Provider
of the Year 2018 and were Finalists in two
categories for the Education Resource Awards
2019. Our resources are available for Key
Stages 2, 3 and 4 and SEND schools.

Shakespeare For All – raising attainment for
students from high deprivation backgrounds
“Attainment has been boosted across the class, with lower
attainers producing fantastic work.”
Helen Overton-Smith, Teacher, Sacred Heart Roman Catholic
Primary School, Southend-on-End
We launched a new study to find out how children in areas of high
deprivation and from SEND settings could improve their academic
attainment and social development. Adding together our active
approach to learning, our curriculum-linked resources and teacher
training, we worked with 392 students and 15 teachers from 10
schools. As a result of the project:

89%

of students of primary school
students made progress in
reading and 81% in writing
14

93%

of students improved
academically

In School Workshops
We delivered over 30 ‘Play in a Day’, GCSE and CPD workshops, from
London to Edinburgh, helping to build aspiration, communication skills
and team-building for both students and teachers.
•

100% of teachers rated their workshop as very good or excellent

“The facilitators were brilliant throughout. They ensured that all
pupils were engaged and when faced with challenges adapted
wonderfully.”
Rebecca Lunn, Head of English, Hewett Academy, Norwich

Brookfield Primary School - Residency
“I can say with certainty that there will be strong legacy of the work
you have done.”
Emily Price, Teacher, Brookfield Primary School, London
Over a two-year period we worked with every child at the school in a
project designed to boost literacy and promote life skills. In 2019, we
worked with Year 6 on their end of year production of Macbeth and
developed a showcase of The Tempest with Year 1.
•

90% of teachers said the project was a
positive experience for children

•

82% of teachers said the project supported
their professional development

•

100% of children agreed that the
sessions were fun

•

90% of children said they would like to
learn more about Shakespeare
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What’s The Result? - Key Stats
“Sometimes I feel like I am carrying bags of rock on my shoulder.
Performing takes the rocks away.”
Zara, 12, Jewellery Quarter Academy, Birmingham

89%

532

of students say they enjoy
working as a team more

90%

Mak Rimmer, Teacher-Director, West Jesmond Primary School, Newcastle
535

of students say they feel
comfortable trying new things

“I used to get in trouble a lot. But taking part in drama has helped my
behaviour. I feel like this is one lesson that I don’t have to get stressed
about. It’s helped me to be calm.”
Farah, 14, Levenshulme High School, Manchester

91%

534

of students say they are more
confident

83%

535

of students say they are more
interested in Shakespeare

“It is fantastic to see students who were withdrawn when they start
their Festival journey, blossom with confidence and self-esteem.”
Helen Fielding, Teacher-Director, Seven Hills School, Sheffield

86%

534

of students say they are more
able to express themselves

16

79%

of students said they got
to meet people who were
different from them

“It is an absolute pleasure to work with Shakespeare Schools
Foundation. I have witnessed how it has enriched many children’s school
experience throughout the six Festivals that I have been a part of, and
is an undoubted highlight of my year, as my colleagues would no doubt
agree! It has indescribably benefited me as both a teacher and a person
too, and it is a delight to work with whoever I cross paths with, from the
Festival directors to the office team and many more.”

534

86%

463

of teachers say their students’
academic attainment has
improved

“Shakespeare Schools Festival gives
students insight into their own
potential, going above and beyond
what society tells them they can do.”
Luke, Teacher-Director, Levenshulme
High School, Manchester

96%

471

of teachers say their students
are more ambitious

“I like being onstage. I like the feeling of
the light on my face. I even like the feeling
of being nervous. I feel like I belong there.”
Mara, 9, St Mary’s RC Primary School,
Eccles
17

I’ve realised that if
there’s something
you want to do in
life then there’s a
way to make it work.

”

What’s the result? - Lauren’s Story
The Albany Centre • Bury St Edmunds

The Festival gives children the confidence and resilience to succeed whatever the setbacks they might have experienced.
Lauren, 15, was excluded from mainstream education and joined The
Albany, a Pupil Referral Unit in Bury St Edmunds. In 2019, she staged a
one-woman adaptation of Much Ado About Nothing.
“When I first started at The Albany, I was worried I wasn’t going to get
anywhere in life. I thought people would label me as having gone to a
‘naughty school’. My self-esteem and confidence were at an all time low.
“Since then I’ve come a long way. Taking part in Shakespeare Schools
Festival has played a big part in that. When I switch into character, I feel
like I can let me real emotions out. It helps me to find out who I am and
escape my pain. I feel like I’m proving everybody wrong.
18

“In the play, I took on the role of Beatrice and worked with
Kim, a learning support assistant at The Albany, to develop my
ideas. Lots of the characters are trying to fool each other, so we
decided to give the play a social media theme as you can’t always
believe what people say online. We set scenes from the play in a
teenage bedroom, and in a night club, with my character glued
to her phone and messages constantly popping up from other
characters. It was really fun coming up with a new way of telling
the story.

The Festival

“

“I’ve been in the Festival three times now, and this year I
performed a one-woman show. No-one else at The Albany
wanted to be on stage! When the opportunity came along to
do it by myself, I grabbed it with both hands. The thought of
performing on my own made me really nervous. I worried about
messing up, or freezing on stage. All these emotions were swirling
round and round in my mind. But at the same time I knew it was
an amazing opportunity to challenge myself and show everyone
what I could do.

“In the build-up to the performance, I felt nervous and excited all at the
same time. The local newspaper even ran a piece on me, and on the day of
the show itself I did an interview with BBC Radio Suffolk. It felt amazing to
know people in the world were interested in hearing my story.
“The performance itself felt like a bit of a blur. I knew that all eyes were on
me. I wasn’t sure if I’d remembered all my lines, but Kim said that I did! My
family came along to watch which made me feel really proud of myself.
Afterwards, I was absolutely buzzing. I couldn’t believe I’d done it! I had a
huge smile on my face.
“Getting involved in theatre has inspired me to explore being a make-up
artist and I’ve done work experience with Scaresville, a big outdoor theatre
event in my area. I’ve realised that if there’s something you want to do in

“

I feel so much more positive about
my future now.

”
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The Festival

active approach to learning, and really threw themselves into it.
From the very first session, everyone was engaged.

“

He could structure
his work effectively
and wrote a whole
page - something
that was unheard of
before!

”

What’s the result? - Damien’s Story

Sacred Heart RC Primary School • Southend on Sea
Teacher Helen Overton-Smith’s school is in Southend on Sea. They took
part in the Shakespeare for All project (page 14) and Shakespeare Schools
Festival with her Year 5 students; aiming to accelerate their reading and
writing skills with particularly exciting results for a child in care.
“At our school, attainment is very low - 60% to 70% of students who took
part in the project are working below the national average. The school is in
a poor area. Lots of our parents are working multiple jobs and don’t have
the time or resources to sit down and read with their children, or support
with homework. Instead, children spend a lot of time on computer games.
Many don’t have a lot of experience outside school or home. Very few have
ever been to the theatre.
Taking part in the Shakespeare for All project has been brilliant for our
children - we’ve seen some incredible outcomes both in terms of their
academic attainment and in their social development. Children loved the
20

Becuse children had such a strong grasp of character and plot it
as so much easier when it came to written work. Many children
produced work of a much higher standard than usual. One child
who really stands out is Damien*. Damien is a looked after child
who also has special educational needs. Historically, he has
been significantly below expectations academically and he has
suffered through low self-esteem. Last year, he struggled to write
at all. However, through Shakespeare for All and Shakespeare
Schools Festival, he’s flourished. One activity we did was writing a
news report about the assassination of Julius Caesar. He was so
familiar with the language and the story that he could structure
his work effectively and wrote a whole page - something which
was unheard of before. There’s been a big change in his reading
too. He is now much more motivated to read and much quicker.
His foster mum tells me that he is reading lots at home, too.

“As a whole, the class are showing improvememnts across the
board. In a recent class assembly, they explained their ideas clearly and
presented with confidence. In addition, their insight and inference skills
are much improved - reading scors are above expected at this time of the
year, with over half the class already achieving end-of-year expectations
on assessments. This is a phenomenal achievement. I am so proud of my
students and am grateful for Shakespeare Schools Foundation for giving
them these opportunities to succeed.”
*name changed

“This is a phenomenal

achievement. I am so
proud of my students.

”
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The Festival

shooting outside the primary school lots of us went to and very
sadly the boy died. Setting the story in our area has helped us
face up to the reality of gang violence, and it shows the world
what is happening to us.

“

Setting the story
in our area has
helped us face up to
the reality of gang
violence.

”

“I played the part of Othello. It made me think about how easy it
can be for someone to manipulate you. They can pretend to be
your friend, but all along they are just looking out for number one.
Before you know it, the whole situation escalates and people end
up doing stupid things.
“I wouldn’t say I was a ‘big personality’. It might appear that
way, but it masks the real me. Drama is so important because it
enables everyone to be themselves and not hide.
“When I’m older, I’d like to be a doctor. I want something different
for my own life than the destructive lifestyles I see around me.
There is so much more out there.”
Karen Slater, Headteacher at City Academy adds:

What’s the result? - Kabeera’s Story
City Academy • Birmingham

Shakespeare is fundamental to our cultural heritage – engagement with the
plays not only increases cultural capital, it can help children to interrogate
the ethical questions of the plays in the context of their own lives. As a
charity, we challenge children and teachers to put their own stamp on
Shakespeare, using the plays to explore their own communities and the
challenges they face.
In 2019, City Academy Birmingham took part in Shakespeare Schools
Festival for the first time. Kabeera, 14, tells us how producing their own
version of Othello helped her and her friends address issues of gang
violence.
She told us:
“We decided to set our version of Othello in inner-city Birmingham. We
wanted to present the story in a way that is relevant to us. Most of us in the
cast know someone who has been stabbed or shot. There was a drive-by
22

“Our school is in an area of high deprivation. Through the Festival, our
students have the chance to explore creative opportunities they might not
otherwise have. To perform Shakespeare at The Old Rep is an incredible
achievement. It widens their cultural horizons and they come to see the
opportunities that they have on their own doorstep. They aspire to greater
things, whether that’s through achieving in the arts, or through education
more widely.”

“ When I’m older, I want
to be a doctor. I want
something different
for my own life.

”
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Girlington Primary School • Bradford

Claire Hussain is a teacher at Girlington Primary School, Bradford. As
part of the school’s Additionally Resourced Centre (ARC) she works with
children who have a significant hearing loss and use hearing aids or
cochlear implants to access sound.
Some use British Sign Language (BSL) as their main mode of
communication, while others learn to listen and speak with the aid of
signed supported English. For children at the school, drama plays a big role
in their development of language and communication skills.
“From the start, a real sense of teamwork and a shared goal developed.
The children took ownership of the performance, sharing and incorporating
their own ideas about how to bring the characters and plot to life. One girl,
however, was very shy and reluctant to speak with any real confidence.
The other members of the cast were very empathetic to this. In their own
way, all of them have had challenges to overcome. With the

“

The response from parents was incredible.
many cried tears of joy and pride.

”

encouragement and support of her fellow actors, she slowly
started to find her voice. At the start, she’d whisper her lines.
But through working alongside more confident pupils, she
became more self-assured and engaged in the performance.
She practised her lines until she became confident, audible and
expressive in her delivery.
The children enjoyed the Company Workshop and were motivated
and encouraged through working with pupils from other schools
and sharing snippets of their performance, and watching those of
others. They loved seeing the venue and getting a feel for where
they would eventually perform. It all became very real at that
point!

The Festival

What’s the result? - Girlington Primary’s Story

On the day of the performance, the children were nervous but
supported each other and had a real collective sense of ‘we can
do this!’ After the dress rehearsal, the feedback from the audience
of students and teachers who were also performing on the same
day was really positive and encouraging – many were brought to
tears at seeing what the children could achieve. This gave our
students the impetus and enthusiasm to give it their all at the performance
that evening.

“The response from parents was incredible. All were amazed at the
confidence and expression with which their children performed. Many
cried tears of joy and pride. Often, being parents of deaf children can bring
anxiousness and worry about how their children will cope, and achieve, in a
hearing world. Though we only had a very small cast of five children, many
parents, staff and other adults from the school community came to support
us, too. The cast and their parents could not have been more proud. It was
a remarkable evening!
This performance was yet another example of how, with the right support
and opportunities, along with their own self-determination, engagement
and self-belief, deaf children most definitely CAN!”

“
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I felt really confident. I loved
being the King! I was nervous, but
people said ‘that boy looks like a
professional!’ I felt famous!

”
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Full Circle

Our Events

Full Circle is the professional development arm of Coram Shakespeare
Schools Foundation.

Throughout the year, we held events for our friends, supporters, partners
and new audiences, showcasing the talents of Coram SSF participants,
increasing awareness of the charity’s work and raising vital funds.

Using rehearsal room techniques and Shakespearean flair, we help
professionals develop in key areas such as leadership, presentation
delivery and team-building. All our Full Circle sessions are led by actors
and directors from the theatre world.
We welcomed participants from Advanz
Pharma, Hobart Capital Markets and Kingston
University London to our offices for an
interactive taster session, which included
a series of energising, on-your-feet activities,
leading up to an exploration of how to hone
presentational skills using a monologue
from Henry V.
Graham Walker, who directs the MSc in Leadership and Management and
Health at Kingston University London, said:
“The session really brought home to me the importance of being allowed
to try things out. I’ve seen students freeze when faced with the challenge
of delivering a presentation. The rehearsal techniques we explore today
could really help them build confidence as they prepare for the professional
world.”
Charles Madden of Hobart Capital Markets said, “This highly engaging
session broke down the barriers and got everyone talking. I’d recommend it
to organisations seeking to enhance team-building.”

Our Full Circle team are happy to devise a
workshop to suit the needs of individual
workplaces. To find out more about our
approach, visit:
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Foundling Museum
Festival participants performed at an event at
the Foundling Museum and met the Duchess of
Cambridge, Dame Jacqueline Wilson, Lauren
Child and Lemn Sissay.
“Before the Festival, most of the students had
never even set foot in a theatre, let alone
performed on stage. For them to perform in such grand
surroundings and to meet such inspirational figures is incredible.”
Hannah Henson, Teacher, Beecroft Garden Primary School, Lewisham

Christ Church, Oxford
Our summer event saw primary, secondary and special school pupils
performing excerpts from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Richard III and The
Comedy of Errors.
“Performing at an Oxford college has been brilliant. It’s helped me to
realise what opportunities are out there. Who knows, maybe one day I’ll
go to Oxford.”
Sarina, 14, Park High, Stanmore

Gala Dinner, Senate House Library
Hosted by comedian Jan Ravens, this fundraising event saw an array of
our 2019 casts reprise their performances alongside professional actors,
including our patrons Dame Harriet Walter and John Heffernan, with Clare
Perkins and Charity Wakefield.

www.full-circle.org.uk

“I feel so confident now. I’d do it all again 5 million times!”
Michael, 9, Dinas Powys Primary School, Cardiff.

Or contact Louise: louise@full-circle.org.uk
020 7601 1810

If you’d like to be included on the guestlist for Coram SSF’s next event,
do get in touch at hello@shakespeareschools.org
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How We Are Funded

How You Can Help

Coram SSF relies on the help of our committed
supporters: trusts and foundations, individual
donors and partners. Our work would not be
possible without the generosity of people like
you.

1. Make a one-off donation

We spend the majority of every donation
producing our high quality Festival in order
to have the greatest possible impact on our
participants.

£600 supports an entire night of
performances (four schools, up to 140
young people)

We sincerely appreciate every gift we receive
and work hard to ensure it is spent wisely to give
young people this unique opportunity to achieve
more and gain in confidence, teamwork and
ambition.
How every donation is spent
68% on the Festival
11% on fundraising
13% on office costs
6% on support costs
2% on merchandise and
workshops
We need to raise £1 million each year to continue
our essential work and there are a number of
ways you can help.

£60 supports one SEN child through the
Festival process
£240 supports an entire school through the
Festival process

2. Become a regular supporter
From £5 per month you’ll be helping a
teenager with special needs perform
alongside their peers from mainstream
schools.
From £10 per month you’ll be enabling three
young people to raise their ambitions &
increase attainment.
From £20 per month you can support a
whole cast’s participation in the Festival,
giving greater confidence and resilience to up
to 35 young people.
From £50/month you’ll be helping over 100
young people across four different schools to
perform onstage in a professional theatre.
From £100/month you’ll be providing vital
resources for young people and their schools
to immerse themselves in Shakespeare’s
plays, including advice from leading actors
and directors on how to stage the best
possible performance.
From £250 per month you will be creating
opportunities for hundreds of young people
across the UK, allowing them to build vital
skills of teamwork, communication and selfconfidence that last a lifetime.

28
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Looking Ahead

Thank You

As we approach the twentieth Shakespeare Schools Festival, I am
delighted to welcome Shakespeare Schools Foundation to the Coram
Group.

Thanks to Coram SSF’s supporters, thousands of children have gained
the skills they need to succeed. We are deeply grateful to these
individuals and organisations - and many more who have chosen to
remain anonymous - for their generosity.

The 2020 Festival will be a time of renewal and hope - a chance for our
communities to reunite and celebrate the extraordinary talents of our
young people.
As we work through and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic, we must ensure
that the life chances of our children, particularly the most vulnerable, are
society’s highest priority. Giving children a voice - and the confidence and
resilience to use it - will be central to this.
Our determination to bring Coram SSF into the Group was based on a
shared vision - we know that adding the performing arts to our work will
further improve the life chances of the children we support and make a
vital contribution to realising our vision as a national centre of excellence
for children.
Ever since Thomas Coram secured the support of Handel and Hogarth
as part of his mission to improve the lot of our society’s most vulnerable
children, Coram has understood that the arts are central to children’s life
chances. Put simply, if you have an excellent creative education you are
more likely to go to university, to vote and to volunteer. We know that a
better society depends on the happier, more successful,
more fulfilled citizens that the arts create.
Coram is determined that all children should have
this opportunity. With ambition, energy and
excitement, we’re determined to build the
programmes and campaigns to accomplish this.
I look forward to seeing you at Festival 2020
and working, together, towards that future.
Dr Carol Homden
Chief Executive, Coram
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The April Trust • The Arts Society Bristol • The Belacqua Charitable Trust
The Boshier-Hinton Foundation • Catherine Cookson Charitable Trust
Children’s Charity Circle Bradford and District • Community Foundation
for Leeds - Ann Maguire Arts Education Fund • The Elmley Foundation
• Eranda Rothschild Foundation • The Ernest Kleinwort Charitable Trust
• G J W Turner Trust • Gary Hurry and the team at Thomson Reuters
• Social Business Trust and their affiliates • The H D H Wills 1965
Charitable Trust • The Hadrian Trust • The Hartsheath Charitable Trust
• The Hodge Foundation • Hyde Park Place Estate Charity • The James
Beattie Foundation • The John Thaw Foundation • The Keith and Joan
Mindelsohn Charitable Trust • The Leathersellers’ Company • The Lynn
Foundation • The Mackintosh Foundation • The Management Centre
The Norton Foundation • Old Possum’s Practical Trust • The Openwork
Foundation • P F Charitable Trust • The Paul Bassham Charitable Trust
• Peter Harrison Foundation • Quartet Community Foundation • The
Rix-Thompson-Rothenberg Foundation • The Scarfe Charitable Trust
• Simon Digby Charitable Trust • Sir James Knott Trust • The Sir James
Reckitt Charity • The Roland Callingham Foundation • The Thomas Farr
Charity • The Wixamtree Trust • Carlton Educational Charity • John
Bercow • Adele Blakebrough • Molly and Jurgen Brendel • Maggie Brown
Trevor and Susan Chinn • Wendy Craig • Guy Davies • Jo Del Mar
Hugh Dennis • Sarianne Durie • Graham Elton • Adam and
Victoria Freudenheim • Hilary Gal • Sarah Gee • Edward
Gould • Michael Hallett • Bridget Hamilton • Jeffrey Hewitt
Andrew Jackson • Lindsay Johns • Ruwan Kodikara • Nina
Kaye and Timothy Nathan • Peter Kessler • Laura King
Alexandra Marks CBE • Greg McClarnon • Claire Palmer
Martyn Percy • Austin Rathe • Paul Rogers • Bernard
Ross • Tom Stoppard • Chloe Surowiec-Allison
Geraint and Elizabeth Talfan Davies • Vicki
Wienand • Dame Jacqueline Wilson
Deborah Woudhuysen
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Telephone: 0207 601 1800
Email: hello@shakespeareschools.org
Website: shakespeareschools.org
Twitter: @ssf_uk

“

Coram Shakespeare Schools
Foundation
Coram Campus, 41 Brunswick Square,
London WC1N 1AZ
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Taking part in the
Festival has been
truly life-changing
Harriet, Teacher-Director,
All Saints’ Academy, Cheltenham

Coram Shakespeare Schools Festival is run by the charity Coram
Shakespeare Schools Foundation (Coram SSF). Coram Shakespeare Schools
Foundation is a registered charity, number 1164676, and a limited company
(England and Wales), number 9883201. Registered Office: 7th Floor, Dean
Bradley House, 52 Horseferry Road, London, SW1P 2AF.

”

